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BERMONDSEY 1950
by

Dennis G.Plowright,

C.Eng. F.l.Mech.E. Dip.Eng.

INTRODUCTION
What follows is a description of B.Young & Co. Ltd. and what was happening there in about 1950: the author
worked there from 1948 to 1954.
The firm occupied a site at 123 Grange Road, Bermondsey, London, SEl. It had a narrow frontage on to Grange
Road and stretched back to the rear of buildings in Rouel Road. B. Young & Co. had been formed as a private
company in 1884 and changed its status to that of a limited company in 1906. Some time between then and. 1926
it acquired the adjacent glue and size works known as Proctor & Bevington. Thus the premises in 1950 comprised
the sites of both the original B. Young factory fronting onto Grange Road and that of Proctor & Bevington
backing on to the Rouel Road buildings: the two sites were joined by a narrow passageway which was a continual
source oftrouble since any large article to be taken from one side ofthe factory to the other had to be transported
by road outside the premises. The company had tried to buy the last house in Cadbury Road adjoining the side of
the passageway but without success.
7n 1920 a company known as British Glue & Chemicals Ltd. was formed by the amalgamation of seven existing
companies engaged in the glue and gelatin trade, this was done to strengthen their position against German and
Austrian competition. This company then set about buying up other glue manufacturers and in 1926 bought B
Young & Co. Ltd. From an observation of the buildings and some of the older plant and plant layouts it seems that
the flont of the site operated as a bone glue producer while the rear part continued as a producer of glue and size
from tannery waste
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three shifts 6 a.m. to 2p.^.,2 p.m. to 10 p.m'
and l0 p.m. to 6 a.m. 'Wet'work, e.g. liming,
was carried out only on day shifts. Employees
received a fortnight's paid holiday as well as
statutory holidaYs.

The following lists the names of

the

management and their functions.

C.G.

Smith

P.W.Bewley
P.A.Parsons
F .C BentleY

Managing Director

WorksManagetlDirector
Process Manager

Assist. Works Manager

D G Plowright Works Engineer

G.H.Betts
J.Major
W.Hider
S Garrod

t

Assist. Works Engineer
Sales Manager

Works Chemist
General Office Manager

C.W.Anderson Hide Side
,

D.G.

Lucking
Coghlin

a

H.M.

Porter

R.H.

SuPt'

Chrome Side SuPt.

Advertising Manager
Materials BuYer

British Glues maintained a small development
department on the site but this was separate
from B. Young & Co. Ltd. In fact although
part of BGC, B. Young & Co. Ltd. enjoyed a
degree of autonomy, trading under its own
name and managing its own affairs for the

Fig.l.The size shed refurbished to become the new tray drying
shown since
dipartment. There were j tray in line (one

-only
sideview),. The ducting and cyclone in the leftfoteground isfor
the

pneumatic extrqction of the dried product'

COMPANY ORGANISATION
The flrm of B. Young & Co' Ltd traded under its own

name, even though part of British Glues and
Chemicals Ltd. (BGC), and engaged in the
manufacture of gelatin, producing edible,
photographic, pharmaceutical and technical grades'
fhe total annual production averaged about 3,500
tons. The bulk of the production was a low-grade
edible gelatin known as 'Spa' gelatin (shades of the
iong gone Bermondsey Spa, which gave ]he name to
Spa Road). Some 500 tons per annum ofphotographic
gelatin were made and this was used for coating films,

X-ray plates and photographic paper' A large amount
of technical gelatin was produced for paper sizing,
match manufacture, etc.
Due to the nature of the product factory operation was

the plant closing only for statutory
holidays and for a fortnight in July/August for major
maintenance work. The work force was organised into
continuous,

most part.
The manufacture of gelatin in the 1950's was a
labour intensive operation and mostly manual
skills. About 250 persons were employed on

the site - most of the workforce lived locally:
many had worked there since leaving school and
followed family tradition. Only a few employed on
the site used a private car for coming to work' The
rates of pay were not high but for the period the
company looked after the welfare of the employees
providing a part time Works Doctor (Dr' Fox, a
iocal C.F.) and full time nurse. In a period of
industrial unrest in many industries B. Young & Co'

Ltd. had not suffered' The factory had a

canteen
food
provided
this
and
with a separate room for staff

at low prices subsidised by the company' The
canteen was run by Mrs. Garrrty (Flo) helped by
Mrs. Everett (LYd).

By about 1960 BGC had been taken over by Croda
Lid. and there were changes of staff. When the

factory closed in 1981 production was transferred to
Widnes (the former Oldroyd's works). The site was
sold in 1982 for a housing development and all
traces of B. Young & Co. Ltd' have vanished'
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MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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Extraction from tannery waste
(untanned) and raw hide
in size in rotary cutting
of lime
(milk of lime) for from 4 to 8 weeks, washed,
The waste was reduced

Extraction from Ghrome Tanned
Waste

acidified, washed again, then cooked

The waste came in the form of shavings or waste
tanned cuttings from tanneries all over the world. The
shavings were fine enough to be processed without
further treatment but sheet had to be cut very finely.

This was done in large rotary cutters made by
Blackfriars Engineering Co. known, both locally as
well as on the works, as the "bombers" since the
sound they made resembled that of bomber aircraft
still fresh in Bermondsey memories. The raw material
was mixed with magnesite and soda ash, conveyed to
cooking pans, washed by forced circulation to allow
the chemicals to act on the chrome tannage and
cooked at near to boiling point. The resulting aqueous
solution

machinery washed, soaked in a weak solution

of gelatin

was then vatted, treated with

sulphur dioxide, evaporated and dried.

at

temperatures

ranging from 160o F to 200' F in successive 'runs'
each'run'being kept separate. The resulting aqueous
solution of gelatin was filtered, evaporated and dried.

THE PROCESSES IN EACH
DEPARTMENT
Raw Materials
The buying of all raw materials was in the hands of H.

M. Porter assisted by W. E. Pearce. All raw material
was brought into the site by works transport, having

been collected from local tanneries but principally
from local goods depots, such as Willow Walk and

Fig.2.Aerial view oJ B,A.Young & Co.(date), the chimney stack in the centre is thatfor the Lancashire boiler
house. Thenarrowone(centreofthethreestacks) isthatfortheBabcockandWilcoxboilers.Therearonev)as
not used. All of the white roofed buildings were re-roofed following war clantage.
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Haydon Lane. The lorries were mostly tipping body
Bedford type. Care was taken not to delay in picking
up from the goods yards both to keep the material as
fresh as possible and to avoid demurrage. On entering
the works each load was weighed on the weighbridge

(Tom Boucher, weighbridge clerk) and the weights
recorded to enable a check to be kept on yields. Local
tanneries which sent waste included Wichelow's

(especially goat pieces), Garner's, and Grange
Tanning. Chemicals bought were principally
magnesite, soda ash, hydrated lime (for boiler feed
treatment), quicklime axd sulphuric, phosphoric and
hydrochloric acids. The magnesite and soda ash were
not referred to as such on the works but given code
names to preserve the secrecy of the process: the
management was very concemed about this despite the
fact that the process had been in use in Germany and
elsewhere since the late 1920's and was well known.

Fig

j.View of the old size shed.

Fig 4.A sheet of gelatine passing through the cuber,
the cubes were conveyed pneumatically about 60 feet
to the drying trays.

The building at the top left is the Babock and Wilcox boiler house

Babcock
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Cutting & Washing Tannery Waste

Filtration

Tannery waste, picker blocks, raw hide etc were cut
into small pieces in rotary cutters with cogged feeders

Gelatin liquors from tannery waste were filtered in Haag

in the workshops. The cutters had

were broken up, washed and sterilised in Briggs pulp
washers and then repressed into pads in Briggs pad
presses. Chrome liquors were not filtered but these were
clear owing to the chrome floc which built up on the
internal surface ofthe central drainage cylinders (known
for some obscure reason as the drainage cones although
not conical in shape).

made

heavy
flywheels and were so powerful that they could cut
through picker blocks, rivets and all. When cut the
pieces were washed in logwashers, of which there were
sixteen, and from these the pieces were pumped into
liming pits where they were soaked in milk of lime for
from 4 to 8 weeks depending on the raw material and
the type of gelatin to be made. The lime pit section of

the factory was known to some as 'Germany': I
understood that the reason for this was that some
German prisoners of war were employed in this section

during and shortly after the first World War. When
liming was completed the solution was nrn off and the
limed pieces were laboriously dug out by hand and
forked into skips which ran on rails and bv this means
the pieces were transferred again to the logwashers for
acidification and further washing. The company was
far behind continental practice in the handling ofraw
materials.

Cutting

& Blending

Chrome Tanned

or Kieffer filters with pulp filter pads. The dirry

pads

Evaporation
All of the evaporators were made by Blair of Glasgow
and were of thd quadruple effect shorl tube type: that
used for photographic gelatin had only two effects. The
tubes were made from EN58J stainless steel. Scaling of

the tubes in the chrome liquor evaporators was

a

problem.

Drying
Chrome liquors were evaporated to about 4Ol45Yo
concentration and then'pearled' on to a travelling band
ofgelatin powder, thus at the end ofthe conveyor tunnel
producing 'pearls' of gelatin poweder. In this way, at the

Waste

end of the conveyor tunnel, 'pearls' of gelatin were
produced which were skinned on one side and powdered

Shavings were not cut. Chrome splits were finely cut in
the 'bombers'previously mentioned but knife wear was
rapid and a set of knives lasted only a week or even
less: they were made in the engineering workshops
from thick steel, tipped with a hard arc-weld deposited

on the other and were of sufficient firmness to be
to the open drying
trays. The system was based on that known as a
'Swedish' pearler to distinguish it from the more

edge and ground. Blending with the magnesite and
soda ash took place in Christy & Norris disintegrators,
the'secret" chemicals being fed in at a regulated rate by
small shakers. The blended product was fed to storage
chambers by pneumatic conveyors. A characteristic
feature ofthe roofs ofhouses near to the air outlets of

the pneumatic conveying cyclones was the green
powder deposited on them, notably at the top end of
Cadbury Road and the corner of Yalding Road.

Extraction
Tannery waste was cooked in the panloft. This was
named from the square open wooden pans made by
Carty & Son which had in 1950 just been replaced by

vertical cylindrical steel pans: these were heated
externally by steam/liquor calorifiers with pumped
circulation. Each 'run" was kept separate and there
might be as many as five 'runs" to a pan of material,
each being at a higher temperature than that of the
preceding one. Chrome waste was cooked at near to
boiling point in similar pans in Nos. I & 2 Digester
Houses as well as in a few pans in the panloft. All pans
and piping were in mild steel

handled by pneumatic conveying

conventional spirit pearler used for bone glue. In terms
of thermal efficiency the plant was very inefficient: a
test in 1949 showing that over 4lbs of steam were
needed to remove llb of water from the drying product.

In 1950 hide gelatin was still being dried by running the
liquor into coolers, slicing the jellified block in a
machine, and having the resulting slips laid out onto
drying nets by an army of girls. The nets were stacked
on bogies and moved through a long drying tunnel.
Time of drying being from 3 to 5 days. Effrciency was
very low and the operation very labour intensive. In
1950 two stainless steel band cooling conveyors were
installed and these produced a continuous band of
gelatin which was automatically cut into slips and the
slips laid out by the machine on to nets. The author later
fitted cutting apparatus made in the workshops to the
belts and by this means cubes of jelly of %" side were
produced. These were blown on to circular enclosed
drying trays fitted with mechanical rakes and in these
the drying time was reduced to 4 to 5 hours. The dried
cubes were emptied from the trays by suction. The
thermal efficiency of this plant was much greater
compared with the open trays of the pearler plant.
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Fig.S. Plan of Works. Drawing by Michael Steyens.

B,YOIING & CO. GELATIN

MANUFACTURERS

?S

were fuelled with the cheapest breeze, mostly pit
breeze, which could be bought, with oil assisted
ignition under the firing arch. a very unsatisfactory
form of fuel and its use gave rise to continual trouble
because of mechanical abrasion and severe grit
emission. It was not unknown for ladies living ln
the
nearby flats in Vauban Street to cotne to the factorv
displaying washing, often intimate garments, which
had
been spoiled by B. young & Co.. Lrd grir emission.
Steam pressure was reduced to 100 psi within
the boiler
house before distribution, a techniialiy unsound piece

of design and continually wasteful of uroney. Another
bciier house heid three hand fired Lancashire boilers

with a cast-iron Green,s economiser and these were
used for standby; the flue gases discharged to
a high
brick chimney which was said at one tine to be the
tallest stack on an industrial piant in London (30 feet
had been lopped offit by 1950).
Eiectricity was bought in fiom the mains, both A.C.
and
D. C. The use of the latter was declining as it rvas
being
replaced by A.C. All A.C.came in at 415/3i50 into

\S

0.

lne original

open wooden cooking pans by

Carty & Son in the pan loft.

several intakes at Grange Road, yalding Road,
Dunlop
Place and Vauban Street.

Grinding and Blending
This department was under the charge of R Lovett. The
dried gelatin was ground in swing beater hammer mills
and blending carried out in rotary blenders as used in

A small amount of 'Spa, gelatin was
packed into carlons for sale in grocers' shops
but this
the tea industry.

trade was on the decline.

FACTORY SERVICES
Gelatin manufacture requires large usages of water,
steam and eiectricity. Water was bought from the
Metropolitan Water Board at 5l- per 1,000 gallons. In

addition there were two deep borehJles with
submersible pumps at 340 feet <lept'h (by C. Isler
& Co)
and these supplied 10,000 gailons p.i hor. each.
No

treatment was given to the water except that used
for
boiler f,eed, which was passed through a hot iime/soda
softener plant. All effluent went to the Council sewers
after a token attempt had been made to settle lime
and
solids in a totaliy inadequate settling pit: in consequence
the drains were often choked with lime and ,backsheesh,,
had to be paid to the council seweffnen to deal with
this.

Restrictions, such as there are today" were not even

dreamed of and we did not seem to beany worse
off.

Steam was raised in two Babcock & Wilcox water
tube
boilers fitted with Sgzle 28 chain grate stokers. These

Fig.7. The new steel pans replacing the otd wooden
ones, shown in the previous illustration. The
talt

narrow dark vessel in the foregrouncl is o ,steant/water
heat erchanger(one to each pqn) bf whic,h the
liquors

were heated.
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safety first but

Engineering Department
Because of the heavy and continuous nature of the
work and the demands made on the machinery the

engineering department was a large one. D. G.
Plowright as Works Engineer had G. H. Betts as
Assistant Works Engineer and T. W. H. Bullard as
draughtsman. The various trades are shown below

Engineering
Pipe

Workshop

Fitting

Electricians

J.Plowman + 8

F.C Burchell + 6
+ boiler house staff
L. Barnes + 8

Welding and Sheet Metal H. Barclay + 4
Building and Carpentry W. A.Lewis + 6
Transport: Maintenance E.A. Robinson +

considered. For instance many of the liquor cocks were
packed with indurated asbestos and this was done in the
pipefitting shop with no precautions being taken; the use

of asbestos for pipe insulation was quite cofltmon
practice. In the process the blending of chrome waste
with chemicals created a very dusty atmosphere yet the
workers had no face masks The danger ofanthrax, a not
uncommon tannery disease, was a danger to those
working with tannery waste, nowadays the dangers to
workers in the tanning industry are depicted on posters
which have to be displayed but that was not the case at
Young's in the 1950's

1

'on nights'

EFFECT
ON THE ENVIRONMENT

was

provided for electrical and pipefitting work.

Laboratory
The works' laboratory was under the charge of W.
Hider assisted by J. Hickie and two female technicians
for routine testing of gelatins.

Sales office
This was in the charge of J.R.R. Major and covered
the sales of gelatines world wide: R R Attwool
concentrated on export markets

General Office
This handled the general administrative running of the

factory, e.g. wages, payments, tax, typing pool,
telephone exchange (Lil Patton) etc. and was under
the charge of S. Garrod

Stores
There were two stores: the Engineering Stores was in
the charge of A. Catchsides while 'old" Tom Dorney
(to distinguish him from 'young' Tom who was in
charge of Works Transport) ran the general stores

Health and Safety at work
This everyday phrase was not, as far as
even heard

I

was the Engineering

As regards health matters certain things had not been

It was the aim to do all engineering work 'in house'.
Also, most of the capital work was carried out by the
engineering department. Cover

in practice it

Department which actually did the work.

recollect,

of in 1950. The company was to

some

degree safety conscious and, spurred on by a zealous

factory inspector, guards were fitted to drives and
rotating parts of machinery, cooking vessels had
hinged mesh lids etc, but the standard fell below that
which is expected today. There were accidents but I
do not recall any very serious ones. Sid Bradshaw, in
addition to his duties as time study man, co-ordinated

In the 1950's the effect of factories on the environment
was not as important a consideration as it is today, in
fact it was scarcely mentioned for there were far fewer
television sets and no Green Party: B Young & Co. Ltd.
just got on with the job of making gelatin

In fact the company had relatively little effect on the
environment. About 300 to 350 tons per week of fuel
were used and, as mentioned previously, from it a
considerable quantity of flue grit was produced which
was a local nuisance. The effluent, no doubt, was very
polluting and since it found its way to the River Thames,

helping to pollute it. However, the quantity was not
known and no samples were taken so that figures for
suspended solids and B.O.D so dear to present day
environmentalists and health inspectors cannot be given.
Certainly the single catchpit on the factory drain leading

into the main sewer from Yalding Road was quite
inadequate to settle out lime solids even if it had been
regularly cleaned out which was not the case. As regard
to smell, I do not think that this was any problem, certain
parts ofthe process were not very pleasant but probably
not detectable locally. In any event the cocktail of smells
from Atkinson's (perfumers) and Crosse & Blackwell
(especially on pickle making days) was such that
anything produced by Young's would not have been
noticed. Noise was a different matter and there were

complaints concerning this, particularly from the
adjacent school, which was very near to a large fan
which emitted a high pitched sound, eventually this had
to be replaced by a two stage fan and the author recalls
this being done on Christmas Day about 1952. The noise
made by the 'bombers' has been mentioned and, since
they ran all night, this must have been very trying for
those living locally yet I do not recall complaints being
made.
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Fig. 8. Vieru of the old size shed.
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